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ABSTRACT
Prospective memory is remembering to perform an action at the future point in time. Prospective memory is divided
into two types, event-based and time-based. In natural environments it has been often found that older subjects have
better performance than young adults in PM but in experimental environment, condition was reversed. Time-based
prospective memory (TBPM) has negative relationship with aging and gender differences are not investigated in
TBPM by researchers. The goal of this study was to identify gender and age differences in TBPM.
Method: With ex-post facto method and purposeful sampling, one hundred participants were selected. Fifty
participants were over 65 years old (25 males and 25 females) having BA degree and fifty participants were
graduate students (25 males and 25 females), and the variables which assumes to have effects on TBPM were
controlled (drug abuse, cognitive disease). For evaluation of TBPM, DMDX soft ware (foster & foster, 2003) was
used. The PM task of this experiment required participants to click one of two buttons at 5-min intervals while
responding to multiple choice general information questions. 5-min after the start of the multiple choice test,
participants were to click the button labeled “1”. Five minutes later, participants were to touch the button labeled “2”
and 5 min after that, button “1” for a total of eight buttons presses (40 min). For time monitoring purposes, a clock
icon was present in the upper right hand corner. Participants needed to click the clock icon to see the time. This
Prospective memory task gives three scores (PM task, on time click on correct choice; PM error, click on correct
choice in wrong time; and Retrospective Memory (RM) error, click on wrong choice). Data were analyzed using two
ways analysis of variance (two ways ANOVA).
Findings: Males and Young adults respectively performed better than females and old adults in PM tasks, and there
were significant interaction between age and gender in PM tasks (males showed more decreasing in PM tasks during
aging). Females committed more PM errors, but there were no interaction between gender and age and differences
among old adult and young in PM errors. Also old adults had more RM errors than young, but there were no
interaction between gender and age and differences among males and females in RM errors.
Discussion: Gender and age have significantly effect on TBPM function that could be originated from other
cognition functions. Frontal lobe function, temporal lobe function, IQ and especially speed processing have
tremendous effects on TBPM. These functions are quite influenced by aging. Men have a little better working
memory, perceptual organization factor and speed processing than women that can explain gender differences in
TBPM. The ongoing studies need to be investigated in natural environments.
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INTRODUCTION
For the first time, Prospective Memory (PM) was described by Ingvar [1]. This term are used for remembering
to perform an action at the future point in time. In everyday life, PM functions is very vital, for example; remember
to do a task in specific time, remember to use a important drug for a patient, remember to give drugs to a patient by
a nurse, remember some actions that pilot must do to ground. In fact, PM include both remembering of maps and
intentions, and its style and time of commission. Time-Based PM (TBPM) and Event-Based PM (EBPM) are two
major forms of PM. EBPM refer to do and remembering an act in future when seeing an environmental cue, for
example, to use Memantine (a drug for treatment of Alzheimer) after breakfast. TBPM refer to do an act in
determinant time in the future, for example, to use Lozartan (a drug for blood pressure) every morning and night.
According to Einstein, & McDaniel [2], PM tasks include two dimension; First, RM dimension that intention is
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recoded and maintained during a period. Second, PM dimension that retrieval of intention was done in appropriate
context and background, and in self-operation process.
Prospective memory performance is reduced with increasing age. Phillips and Crawford [3] studied the effects
of age on prospective and retrospective memory in a meta-analysis research. They found that increasing age has a
reverse and negative relation with free reminder of contents. However, according to done-in-laboratory or natural
environment of the PM tasks, there are some contradictions. Elderly adults do better the PM tasks than younger
adults in natural environments [4, 5, 6, 7 ]. Rendell and craik [8] in comparing young and elderly people in both of
laboratory and natural environment performing PM tasks found that elderly people in natural environment are
performing better than young adults in the PM similar tasks and in laboratory environment tasks young people are
better. These findings were further confirmed through a meta-analysis study by Henry, MacLeod, Phillips and
Crawford [3] that elderly adults showed a weaker performance in lab assignments, but have a better performance in
the natural environment tasks. The reasons for the superiority of the elderly adults in the natural environment, it can
be noted that during a day young adults are involved in one or more tasks, therefore they perhaps forget the
appropriate action associated with the PM at the specified time [9] Also, Einstein, McDaniel, Richardson, Guynn
and Cunfer [10] showed that young adults are better than elderly in time-based tasks version (rather than evenbased), and the were suspected that age differences in the performance of PM is certainly for tasks that require
creativity and spontaneity in the recovery to do the intention and time-based PM tasks rather than event-based
require spontaneity for recovery to do the intention. This is why the effects of aging for time-based tasks are more
than event-based tasks. Unlike studies of the effect of age on PM, there are very few studies of the effect of gender
on PM.
In a study of dementia survey, Huppert, Johnson, and Nickson [11] dealt with the investigating of prospective
memory impairments, describing the age function, and recognition of risk factors in this clinical population. Logistic
regression analysis showed that successful function is associated strongly and linearly with age and being male and
education and low social status substantially increase the risk of prospective memory impairment.
Maylor and Logie [12] also studied, in a large-scale research, 318614 subjects ranging from 8 to 50 years old
in a cyber test. Their goal was analyzing the gender differences in prospective and retrospective memory. Their used
test had a quite visual content and the prospective memory assessed the event-based. The findings of this study
demonstrate the superiority of women's scores on both types of memory. At early ages, the differences in
prospective memory is much but at 28 and over, and differences are less and insignificant.
The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of gender and age on time-based prospective memory in a
laboratory task oriented.
METHOD
Participants
Using ex-post facto method and purposeful sampling, one hundred participants were selected. Fifty participants
were over 65 years old (25 males and 25 females) having BA degree and fifty participants were graduate students
(25 males and 25 females). The variables which have effects on TBPM were controlled (depression, drug abuse
history, cognitive disease, diabetes, cardiac disease). Graduates were Kharazmi University students in Tehran city
and olds were selected from Tehran retired organization.
Materials
Using DMDX [13] that were used in McFarland & Glisky [14] are performed to evaluate TBPM. In this
instrument that administered by PC, participants had two tasks; First, to answer a multiple choice test of general
knowledge and trivia that presents each question for 12 s. Second, PM task of this experiment required participants
to click one of two buttons at 5-min intervals. 5-min after the start of the multiple choice test, participants were to
click the button labeled “1”. Five minutes later, participants were to touch the button labeled “2” and 5 min after
that, button “1” for a total of eight buttons presses (40 min). For time monitoring purposes, a clock icon was present
in the upper right hand corner. Participants needed to click the clock icon to see the time for 2 s. All of questions and
bottoms are adapted to Persian language (figure 1). This Prospective memory task gives three scores: A) PM task,
on time click on correct choice (bottom “1” or “2”); B) PM error, click on correct choice in wrong time (15 s before
and after of target time); and C) Retrospective Memory (RM) error, click on wrong choice).
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Fig.1. A view from Persian version of experimental TBPM task
Procedure
After interview with participants and checking of depression, drug abuse and other disease that effect on
TBPM, target sample were selected. After taking informed consent, participants are taught about task by a
researcher. In termination of session and after 1 hour, $15 was paid to each participant. Data were analyzed using
two ways analysis of variance (two ways ANOVA) and SPSS 18.
Findings:
For each participant, we had three scores (PM task, PM error, and RM error) that sum of these scores was eight
(eight of 5-min intervals). Main and interaction effect of gender and age variables examined with two ways
ANOVA. Mean number of PM tasks is presented in Table 1 as a function of PM function.
Table 1 Mean (Standard Deviation) of PM tasks and errors as a PM functions
Variables

PM task
PM errors
RM errors

Male
Young
N= 25
5.88 (2.505)
1.08 (1.579)
1.04 (1.767)

Old
N= 25
2.44 (1.122)
1.24 (1.640)
5.32 (2.577)

Female
Young
N= 25
3.16 (2.444)
2.56 (2.042)
2.28 (1.744)

Old
N= 25
0.68 (1.215)
1.72 (1.968)
5.56 (2.662)

Total
Young
N= 50
4.52 (2.808)
1.82 (1.955)
1.66 (1.847)

Old
N= 50
1.06 (1.754)
1.48 (1.809)
5.44 (2.596)

A 2 (male vs. female) × 2 (old vs. young) ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of gender (F = 16.60, Partial
2= 0.147, p < .01) and age (F = 65.65, Partial 2= 0.406, p < .01) with males and young performing significantly
more than respectively the females and olds in PM tasks.
There were significant interaction between age and gender in PM tasks (F = 5.27, Partial 2= 0.052, p < .05). Males
showed more decreasing in PM tasks during aging (figure 2).

Fig.2. Interaction between gender and age in PM task
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Two ways ANOVA indicated females committed more PM errors (F = 7.25, Partial 2= 0.147, p < .01), but
there were no interaction between gender and age (F = 1.79, Partial 2= 0.019, p > .05) and no differences among
old adult and young in PM errors (F = 0.874, Partial 2= 0.009, p > .05). Females pressed more correct bottoms out
of 15 s after and before target time. Also old adults had more RM errors than young (F = 71.80, Partial 2= 0.428, p
< .01), but there were no interaction between gender and age (F = 1.25, Partial 2= 0.013, p > .05) and no
differences among males and females in RM errors (F = 2.75, Partial 2= 0.028, p > .05). Old adults regardless to
previous choice in 5-min interval committed more RM errors rather than young. As you see, Partial Eta Squared of
age is more than gender that shows effect size of age is more than gender in PM function.
Also, young adults significantly check clock more to see time (young adults, M= 34.26, SD= 21.83; old adults,
M= 8.44, SD= 8.00, F = 62.67, Partial 2= 0.395, p < .01), and have better function in TBPM. In the number of
questions answered on the background task, males performed better and answered more general information
questions (F = 7.72, Partial 2= 0.074, p < .01).
DISCUSSION
The present study investigated effects of gender and aging on an experimental TBPM task. Young adults
perform better than old adults in TBPM functions and old adults committed more RM errors; this result is consistent
with studies that investigated effects of aging on experimental PM tasks [3, 15, 16, 14, 17, 18, 19, and 20].
Generally, PM functions decrease with aging. Current studies suggested that frontal lobe functions are cause of
these differences [14, 19, 21]. There is much evidences that show this decrease only occurs with aging related
impairment in frontal lobe functions and also is proved that PM performance in old adults with normal frontal lobe
functions is entire (14, 22, 23, 24]. McFarland & Glisky [14] found that with control of frontal lobe functions, there
are no differences between old and young adults in PM performance, and impairment of frontal lobe in old adults
explain decreases of PM performance and aging just is a mediation variable. In line with these results, Kliegel et al
[25] suggested that age differences in PM performance have strong relation with executive functions and they found
that executive functions predict PM performance. McDaniel & Einstein [26] investigated neuropsychological
aspects of PM in normal aging and suggested that frontal systems are particularly important for prospective memory
tasks in three stage of PM including planning an intended action, retrieving the action at the appropriate moment,
and executing the action. On the other hand, regarding literature review, better performance in young adults depends
on their appropriate performance in following mechanisms; monitoring on environmental cues, maintaining of
determinant intent in special time interval, ability to inhibit and controlling of background tasks, planning a method
to retrieve intended action, efficient spontaneous processing, ability to integrate intention with cue, retrieving the
action at the appropriate moment, better executive functions, for example, attention division function, working
memory, and ability to shift, control and inhibit [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
In this study, males performed better than females in PM tasks and Females committed more PM errors.
Gender differences in PM have a big conflict. This finding is consistent with hooper, jahnson, & nickelson [11] that
reported being male strongly and directly is related to high PM performance in dementia. Although groot et al [33]
in comparing brain damage group with normal group, found differences between two group in PM have no relation
with gender and age, that have a conflict whit these study findings. Even maylor & logi [12] reported that females
perform better than males in both PM and RM. In this study, the task used had visual content and evaluated EBPM.
Studies that investigated gender differences in PM are completely inconsistent, according to findings of this study
but better performance in males is related with better performance of males in working memory and speed
processing [34] that according with groot et al [33] have more correlation with PM. These findings suggested that
gender differences in all forms of PM, need more investigation by future studies.
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